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Abstract- Local binary pattern (LBP) is wide adopted for 

economical image feature description and simplicity. to 

explain the color photos, it's required to combine the LBPs 

from each channel of the image. The quality technique of 

binary combination is to simply concatenate the LBPs from 

each channel, but it'll increase the dimensionality of the 

pattern. Thus on deal with this drawback, this paper proposes 

a unique technique for image description with multichannel 

decoded LBPs. we tend to introduce adder- and decoder-

based two schemas for the mixture of the LBPs from over one 

channel. Image retrieval experiments area unit performed to 

observe the effectiveness of the proposed approaches and 

compared with the present ways in which of multichannel 

techniques. The experiments square measure performed over 

twelve benchmark natural scene and color texture image 

databases, like Corel-1k, MIT-VisTex, USPTex, coloured 

Brodatz, and so on. It’s determined that the introduced 

multichannel adder- and decoder-based LBPs considerably 

improve the retrieval performance over every info and outdo 

the opposite multichannel-based approaches in terms of the 

average retrieval preciseness and average retrieval rate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IMAGE classification and retrieval is difficult 

additional and additional attention as a result of its rapid 

climb in many places. Image retrieval has several 

applications like in object recognition, biomedical, 

agriculture, etc . The aim of Content based Image Retrieval 

(CBIR) is to extract the similar pictures of a given image 

from huge databases by matching a given query image with 

the pictures of the database. Matching of 2 pictures is 

expedited by the matching of actually its feature descriptors 

(i.e. image signatures). It means the performance of any 

image retrieval system heavily depends upon the image 

feature descriptors being matched. Color, texture, shape, 

gradient, etc. area unit the basic style of features to explain 

the image [. Texture based mostly image feature description 

is incredibly common within the analysis community. 

Recently, native pattern based mostly descriptors are used 

for the purpose of image feature description. Local binary 

pattern (LBP) has extensively gained the popularity as a 

result of its simplicity and effectiveness in many 

applications. Inspired from the recognition of LBP, many 

alternative LBP variants are proposed in the literature. 

These approaches are introduced basically for grey pictures, 

in alternative words just for one channel and performed 

well however most of the days in real cases the natural 

color pictures are needed to be characterize that are having 

multiple channel. 

A performance evaluating of color descriptors like 

color SIFT (we have termed mSIFT for color SIFT in this 

paper), Opponent SIFT, etc. are created for object and scene 

Recognition in. These descriptors initial notice the regions 

within the image using region detectors, then figure the 

descriptor over every region and at last the descriptor is made 

by using bag-of-words (BoW) model. Researchers are 

operating to upgrade the BoW model. Another interesting 

descriptor is GIST, which is largely a holistic illustration of 

options and has gained wider promotional material due its 

high discriminative ability. so as to encode the region based 

mostly descriptors into one descriptor, a vector locally 

aggregated descriptors (VLAD) has been proposed in the 

literature . Recently, it's used with deep networks for image 

retrieval . Fisher kernels are used with deep learning for the 

classification. terribly recently, a hybrid classification 

approach is designed by combining the fisher vectors with the 

neural networks . another recent developments are deep 

convolutional neural networks for imagenet classification  

super vector coding discriminative distributed neighbor coding 

quick coding with neighbor-to-neighbor search, projected 

transfer distributed committal to writing and implicitly 

transferred codebooks based mostly visual illustration . These 

strategies usually higher for the classification downside, 

whereas we tend to designed the descriptors during this paper 

for image retrieval. Our strategies don't need any coaching 

info within the descriptor construction method. Still, we tend 

to compared the results with SIFT and GIST for image 

retrieval. 

A recent trend of CBIR has been efficient search 

and retrieval for large-scale datasets using hashing and 

binary coding techniques. Various methods proposed 

recently for the large scale image hashing for efficient 

image search such as Multiview Alignment Hashing 

(MAH), Neighborhood Discriminant Hashing (NDH) , 

Evolutionary Compact Embedding (ECE)  and 

Unsupervised Bilinear Local Hashing (UBLH) . These 

methods can be used with the high discriminative 

descriptors to improve the efficiency of image search.  

To describe the color images using local patterns, 
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several researchers adopted the multichannel feature extrac- 

tion approaches. These techniques can be classified in five 

categories. The first category as shown in Fig. 1(a) first 

quantizes each channel then merges each quantized channel 

to form a single channel and form the feature vector over it.  

 
 

Some typical example of this category is Local Color Occur- 

rence Descriptor (LCOD) , Rotation and Scale Invariant 

Hybrid Descriptor (RSHD) , Color Difference His- togram 

(CDH) and Color CENTRIST . LCOD basi- cally quantized 

the Red, Green and Blue channels of the image and formed a 

single image by pooling the quantized images and finally 

computed the occurrences of each quantized color locally to 

form the feature descriptor . Similarly, RSHD computed the 

occurrences of textural patterns and CDH used the color 

quantization in its construction process . Chu et al. have 

quantized the H, S and V channels of the HSV color image 

into 2, 4 and 32 values respec- tively and represented by 1, 2 

and 5 binary bits respectively. They concatenated the 1, 2 and 

5 binary bits of quantized H, S and V channels and converted 

back into the decimal to find the single channel image and 

finally the features are computed over this image. The major 

drawback of this category is the loss of information in the 

process of quanti- zation. The second category simply 

concatenates the binary. patterns of each channel into the 

single one as depicted in the Fig. 1(b). The dimension of the 

final descriptor is very high and not suited for the real time 

computer vision applications. In the third category (see Fig. 

1(c)), the histograms are com- puted for each channel 

independently and finally aggregated to form the feature 

descriptor 

 

2.  METHODOLOGY  

1. Feature Extraction based on multichannel adder 

based local binary pattern (maLBP) 

Algorithm:  

Input: Color image;  

Output: Feature Vector 

1. Load the color image.  

2. Calculate the binary pattern using LBP operator for each  

channel in color image. 

3. Transform LBP based binary patter ns of each channel in  

color image into other binary patterns using maLBP. 

4. Compute histograms of each maLBP based binary 

patterns. 

5. Concatenate these histograms to form a single feature 

vector i.e., concatenated histogram. 

6. Add the feature vector to the feature matrix i.e., feature 

database. 

2 Feature Matching using similarity measurement and 

Image Retrieval based on maLBP 

The maLBP based feature vector for query image is 

obtained from feature extraction. Similarly each image in  

the database is repre sented with feature vector based on  

maLBP.The goal is to select the n best images that 

resemble  the query image. This involves selection of n top 

matched  images by measuring the distance between feature 

vector of  query image and feature vectors of images in the 

database. In order to match the images, we can use different 

similarity measures. 

3 Feature Extraction based on multichannel decoder  

based local binary pattern (mdLBP) 

Algorithm:  

Input: Color image;  

Output: Feature Vector. 

1. Load the color image.  

2. Calculate the binary pattern using LBP operator for each  

channel in color image. 

3. Transform LBP based binary patterns of each channel in  

color image into other binary patterns using mdLBP. 

4. Compute histograms of each mdLBP based binary 

patterns. 

5. Concatenate these histograms to form a single feature 

vector i.e., concatenated histogram. 

6. Add the feature vector to the feature matrix i.e., feature  

database. 

 
Fig. 1 Proposed texture feature extraction methods for CBIR 

 

3.  IMPLEMENTATION 
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Fig 2:SystemArchitecture 

 

 

 
Fig 3: Context Based Image Retrieval 

 

  

 

Fig 4: Upload Rotated Image 

 
Fig 4: Result Of Rotated Image  

4. CONCLISION 

Content primarily based image retrieval is one in all 

the utmost normal and growing research areas of the DIP 

(Digital Image Processing).  Most of the offered image search 

tools, for example Google pictures and Yahoo!  Image search, 

area unit targeted on textual annotation of pictures.  The 

objective of CBIR is to excerpt visual content of AN image 

inevitably, like  color, shape  or texture. The CBIR tools will 

be utilised in various applications such as digital libraries, 

image sharing sites and crime prevention. 
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